We are excited to highlight new research from the IUBMB Journals: IUBMB Life, BioFactors, Biotechnology and Applied Biochemistry, and Biochemistry and Molecular Biology Education.

Please also consider submitting your own research to the IUBMB Journals. You can expect to work with distinguished Editorial Board members and benefit from worldwide circulation and readership through our publishing partnership with Wiley. For more information about the journal and submissions, feel free to peruse the IUBMB journals website.

For now, please enjoy highlights of our recent content. Happy reading!

---

### IUBMB Life

**Highlights**

**Targeting vasculogenic mimicry by phytochemicals: A potential opportunity for cancer therapy**

Sanya Haiaty, Mohammad-Reza Rashidi, Maryam Akbarzadeh, Nazila F. Maroufi, Bahman Yousefi, Mohammad Nouri

**Dysregulation of miRNAs as a signature for diagnosis and prognosis of gastric cancer and their involvement in the mechanism underlying gastric carcinogenesis and progression**

Alireza Ahadi

---

### BioFactors

**Special Mini Issue: Challenges in Redox Biology**

![BioFactors Image](image-url)
Biotechnology and Applied Biochemistry

Special Issue on Metabolic Engineering

Biochemistry and Molecular Biology Education

New Virtual Issue on Teaching in the Time of COVID-19

Highlights

Scientists in education: A biomedical research institute's perspective
Joan J. Guinovart, Muriel Arimon

Insights from the New Horizons in Biochemistry and Molecular Biology Education Conference. September 2017; Rehovot, Israel.
Janet Macaulay, Gul Guner Akdogan, Anat Yarden

Design, Implementation, and Outcomes of an Elective Course on Preliminary Structural Biology for Biotechnology Undergraduates
Jinyong Zhang, Haiming Jing, Ping Luo, Xiaoli Zhang, Quanming Zou

Evaluation of a Staged Case-Based Discussion Curriculum in Standardized Residency Training
Yin Liu, Mei Huang, Yujie Zhou, Hourong Cai
Did you know? Wiley and Jisc just signed an agreement that allows UK authors to publish Open Access in the IUBMB Journals at no cost to them.

Thanks to a partnership our publisher Wiley has signed with Jisc, certain UK institutions now have full access to journals published by Wiley, including the IUBMB Journals. Further, the partnership enables authors at participating UK institutions to publish open access at no cost to them in the IUBMB Journals. Payment of the associated Article Publication Charges (APC) would be covered via the partnership, and authors will not need to cover the APCs from their own pockets.

Wiley has also signed similar agreements with universities in Germany, the Netherlands, Austria, Norway, Hungary, Finland, Sweden, and with the US-based OhioLink And VIVA.

Submit your research to the IUBMB Journals today.